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This research was motivated by the following result of Friedman and 
Stanley [ FS]. 
0.1. THEOREM. Suppose x,, x,, . . . , are independent indeterminates over 
an algebraically closed field k. Let K, be the algebraic closure of k(x;) and 
let K be the composite of all these fields Ki. If k G L c K, where L is an 
algebraically closed field, then either L = k or L = Ki for some i. 
This result arose from the study of “Bore1 reducibility” in mathematical 
logic. Friedman and Stanley [FS] established this theorem and some 
generalizations in their proof that the theory of fields is Bore1 complete. In 
the present paper we use a more Galois theoretic approach to prove some 
extensions of their results. The proof requires a number of preliminary 
results, which are of some independent interest. Further generalizations are 
mentioned in Section 1. 
We assume throughout that k is an algebraically closed field contained 
in a “universal domain” Q. That is 52 is an algebraically closed field of 
infinite transcendence degree over k. All fields considered here will lie 
between k and B, so the notions of “algebraic closure” and “composite” are 
unambiguously defined. 
1. REDUCTION OF THE THEOREM AND SOME GENERALIZATIONS 
We start by recalling facts about linearly disjoint extensions, following 
the presentation in Lang’s book on algebraic geometry [Ll]. Let K and L 
be extensions of k. Then K and L are linearly disjoint over k if any set of 
elements of K linearly independent over k remains linearly independent 
over L. Similarly, K and L are free over k if any set of elements of K 
algebraically independent over k remains algebraically independent over L. 
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If {xi} is a transcendence base of Kik and {Ye} is a transcendence base of 
L/k, then K and L are free over k if and only if {-xi} u {y,} is algebraically 
independent over k. If E is a field we write ,!? for the algebraic closure 
(inside 52 ). 
1.1. LEMMA. Suppose E and F are extensions of k. Then E and F are 
linearly disjoint over k tf and only if they are free oOer k. In this case the 
algebraic closures E and F are linearly disjoint ocer k, and E n EF = E. 
Proof The first statement follows from [Ll, Theorem 3, p. 571. A 
transcendence base of E is still a transcendence base for 6 so the algebraic 
closures are linearly disjoint. Since E and F are linearly disjoint over k, 
we see from [Ll, Proposition 1, p. SO] that E and EF are linearly disjoint 
over E. 1 
Let { Ki} be a collection of extension fields of k. The collection will be 
called free (or linearly disjoint) over k if the union of transcendence bases 
of the K, over k remains algebraically independent over k. This is equiv- 
alent to requiring that each Ki be linearly disjoint from the composite of 
the other Kj’s. 
Our strategy to prove the theorem is to analyze the mth roots of 
elements of the composite field. Here is the main technical result we will 
use to prove the theorems. Its proof appears in Section 2. 
1.2. MAIN PROPOSITION. Let K be the composite of a collection { Ki) of 
algebraically closed fields free ocer k. Let q be a prime number not equal to 
the characteristic. Suppose f (t) E K[ t] f or an indeterminate t and that f (c)lLrn 
E K for all m = q’, and for infinitely many c E k. Then each root off(t) lies 
in one of the fields Ki. 
The conclusion is equivalent to saying that f(t) = nai(t) for some 
ai( t) E Ki [t]. For the proof of Theorem 0.1 we need only the following 
special case of the Main Proposition. The characteristic 0 case was proved 
in [FS]. 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let K be the composite of a collection { Ki} of fields 
free ocer k. Let q be a prime number unequal to the characteristic. Suppose 
z E K satisfies (z + c)‘@ E K for all m = qs and for infinitely many c E k. Then 
z E Ki for some i. 
Proof From (1.2) applied to the collection { Ki} and the polynomial 
f(t) = z + t, we conclude that the root -z lies in some &. Then z E Ki by 
Lemma 1.1. i 
The following generalization of Theorem 0.1 is a consequence of this 
corollary. 
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1.4. THEOREM. Let K be the composite of a collection { Ki ) offields free 
ouer k. Suppose k G L E K, inhere L is a field \iith L = Ly for some prime q 
not equal to the characteristic. Then L E Ki ,for some i. 
Proof Suppose L is not contained in any K,. 
Claim. There is an element 2 EL which is not in any Ki. Otherwise L 
is in the union of the Ki. Choose .Y E L - k so that ,Y E Lj for some i. Since 
L G? Ki there is some J E L - Ki. Then y E K, for some j. Since Kin Kj= k 
and KiKj n K,, = k for every n # i, j, the element I = .Y + J’ is not in any K,,,. 
This contradiction proves the claim. Since L = L4 we have 
(z+c)“” EL E K for every m = q’ and every CE k. Then Corollary 1.3 
provides a contradiction. 1 
As our final generalization of the theorem, we replace the composite field 
K by certain algebraic extensions. If M/K is an algebraic extension and q 
is a prime, we say that q does not divide [M: K] if q does not divide any 
[IF: K], where F is an intermediate field finite over K. 
1.5. THEOREM. Suppose K is the composite of a collection of algebraically 
closed fields { Ki} f ree oner k. Let M be a normal algebraic extension of K 
and suppose q is a prime number unequal to the characteristic and not 
dioiding [M: K]. If k E L E M, Mhere L is a field M’ith L = Lq, then L E Ki 
f or some i. 
Proof Suppose L is not inside any K,. As in the proof of (1.4) there 
exists z E L with z 4 Ki for all i. Let f(t) E K[ t] be the minimal polynomial 
of z over K. If IV denotes the norm from K(z) to K then N extends to the 
norm from K(z, t) to K(t) and f(t) = N(t - z). Since A4,!K is normal, 
At(a) = n o(a), a product taken over certain automorphisms r~ of M/K. 
For every m=q” and every c~k we have (c-z)‘:~*E L G M. Then 
a(c-z)‘~m E a(L) E M, and therefore f (c) l,m E M. The degree over K of this 
root f(c)l'nr divides [M: K] and since f (c) E K it also divides m = q’ (by the 
theory of cyclic extensions as in [LZ, Chap. 8, Sect. 61). Therefore this 
degree is 1 and f (c)“m E K. Now since z is a root off(t), the Main Proposi- 
tion 1.2 implies that z lies in some K,, contrary to the choice of z. 1 
Theorem 1.5 is strong enough to include most of Theorem 10 of Fried- 
man and Stanley [FS]. Their result says that the theory of graphs embeds 
into the theory of fields. They let R be a graph on the nodes (1, 2, . ...} and 
interpret it as a symmetric irreflexive binary relation: mRn iff m and n are 
adjacent. Let Ki be the algebraic closure of k(xi), where x,, s2, . . . . are inde- 
pendent indeterminates over the field of algebraic numbers k = 0. Let F, be 
the composite of these fields Ki and define the field G(R) to be the exten- 
sion of F, obtained by adjoining all the square roots ,/z when mRn. 
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They prove that if R and R’ are countable graphs then R z R’ as abstract 
graphs if and only if Q(R) g @(R’) as abstract fields. 
The analog of the Friedman-Stanley result in characteristic p works 
similarly, using Theorem 1.5, provided p # 2. If p = 2 the construction of 
Q(R) must be modified to eliminate square roots. For example, if we adjoin 
the elements (x, + x,),:~ when mRn, the corresponding result holds. 
Our theorems can be applied to analyze the automorphism group of K 
over k and sublields F where K/F is finite. Let Aut(K/k) denote the group 
of field automorphisms of K which fix the base field k. We consider the 
composite of two linearly disjoint fields K= K, K,. Generalizations to more 
fields are left to the reader. If aie Aut(K,) then the linear disjointness 
implies the existence of a composite r = r,az E Aut(K). That is, 
Aut(K,/k) x Aut(Kzlk) is embedded as a subgroup of Aut(K/k). 
1.6. COROLLARY. Let K = K, K,, tvhere K, and K, are algebraically 
closed fields free ouer k. 
( 1) Aut( K,/k) x Aut( K,:lk) is a subgroup of index 1 or 2 in Aut( K/k). 
The index is 2 if and only if K, and K, are k-isomorphic. 
(2) If k s FS K and [K: F] is finite, then K/F is a Galois extension. 
If K # F then K, and Kz are k-isomorphic and Gal(K/F) is an abelian group 
of exponent 2. 
Prooj (1) For this proof let A = Aut(K/k) and B = Aut(K,/k) x 
Aut( K,/k). If 0 E A then a( Ki) is an algebraically closed field between k and 
K, and Theorem 1.4 implies that a(K,) s Kj for some j. Both cr(K,) and 
a(K*) cannot be inside one K, because o(K,) (r( Kz) = a(K) = K. Suppose 
that a(K,) E K, so that also a(K,) E K,. From the linear disjointness it 
follows that these inclusions are equalities and CJ E B. (Apply the Lemma: If 
ksEsK, and EK2=K,K, then E=K,.) 
IfB#Aletx,,cr,~A\,B.Thenr~(K,)~K,andsimilarlysc,(K,)~K,,so 
that r,rZ carries K, to K,. The argument above shows that ~,a~ E B and 
therefore B has index 2. Furthermore we see that a,(K,)= K,, so that z, 
induces a k-isomorphism from K, to K, . 
(2) Since K, and K, are algebraically closed, K must be a perfect 
field, and then also F is perfect. (See, e.g., [K, Exercise 7, p. 731.) Let A4 be 
the normal closure of K/F, and let a E Gal( M/F). Then a( Ki) is an algebrai- 
cally closed field between k and M and Theorem 1.5 implies that a(K,) E Kj 
for some j. Therefore r(K) E x(K,) z(K2) s K for every c1 E Gal(M/F). It 
follows that K/F is normal and therefore M= K. 
Finally, given CJ E Gal( K/F) we must prove that 0’ = 1. Using the nota- 
tion of part (1) we know that 0 has finite order and 0’ E B. Recall Artin’s 
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theorem that if r # 1 is an automorphism of finite order on an algebraically 
closed field, then the fixed field of ^ A is real closed. (See, e.g., [L2. Chap. 8, 
Sect.91 or [K, Theorem 56, p. 661.) Since k is not formally real (in fact, 
\i’ - 1 is in k), we conclude that Aut(K,k) is torsion-free and hence B is 
torsion-free as well. Therefore 0’ = 1. 1 
In the situation where K, and K, are k-isomorphic (and transcendence 
degree(K,k) > 0) there do exist subfields F of large finite degree. To see 
this let r~: K, + Kz be a k-isomorphism and define S = k( {u + a(a): 
a E K, }). Then every element of K, satisfies a quadratic polynomial over S, 
so that K:‘S is an infinite Galois extension. Fixed fields of various sub- 
groups of Gal(K/‘S) provide examples of subtields F. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN PROPOSITION 
The proof of Main Proposition 1.2 will require a number of lemmas. 
2.1. LEMMA. To prove the Main Proposition 1.2 it suffices to consider 
only the case K = K, K,, where K, and K, are linearly disjoint algebraically 
closed extensions of k. 
Proof: Suppose f(t) E K[t] is given as in (1.2). Choose n minimal so 
that f (t) E E[t], where E= K, K, ... K,,. Let F be the composite of all the 
other Kis. Then E and F are linearly disjoint over k and K = EF. For m 
and c as given we have f(c)’ ,,’ E K = EF. Since f(c) E E we find from 
Lemma 1.1 thatf(c)‘“‘EEnEF=E. 
If n = 1 the conclusion is trivial and we are assuming the n = 2 case to 
be true. Let n 2 3. We need to prove that every root off(t) lies in some Ki. 
To do this suppose z is a root off(t) not lying in any K,. Let Ci be the 
composite of the Kj for j # i and 1 <j < n. Then E = KiCi and the n = 2 case 
applied to Kici implies that ZE ci. The following claim provides a 
contradiction. 
Claim. c, n z’z n . . . n c,, = k. To explain the proof we do the case 
n = 3, leaving the larger cases to the reader. Since C, = K,K, and 
Cz = K, K, are free over K,, Lemma 1.1 implies that ?, and c, are free, 
and hence linearly disjoint, over K,, so that c, n ?, = K,. Similarly K, and 
c, are linearly disjoint over k, and the claim follows. 1 
From now on we assume that K = K, K,, where K, and K, are algebrai- 
cally closed and free over k. Let X= {xi} be a transcendence base of K, 
over k, and let Y = {Eli} be a transcendence base of K2 over k. Then K, is 
the algebraic closure of k(X) and K, is the algebraic closure of k(Y). 
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LEMMA 2.2. K = K, K2 is a normal algebraic extension of k(X. Y) with 
Galois group G z G, x GZ, where G, = Gal(K/K,(X)) z Gal(K,( Y)jk(X, Y)) 
z Gal( K,/k(X)) and similarly for Cl. 
k 
Proof Since K, and Kz are linearly disjoint over k all the other squares 
in the diagram are linearly disjoint too. For instance K,(Y) and K,(X) are 
linearly disjoint over k(X, Y). The expressions for the Galois groups easily 
follow. Note that if the characteristic is positive, these are not Galois exten- 
sions. The fixed field of G is purely inseparable over k(X, Y). 1 
2.3. LEMMA. Let F be a field and m a positive integer prime to the 
characteristic, and assume that there is a primitive m th root of 1 in F. Let 
A and B be linearly disjoint Galois extensions of F. Suppose z E F and 
z’!“‘EAB. Thenz=abwherea, bEFanda’:“EAandb’!“EB. 
Proof: Let {a,}, {bi} be F-bases of A and B, respectively. Express 
L -‘+=x c-aibj f or some CUE F. Since this is a finite sum there is a subfield 
A, of A which contains all the ai and is a finite Galois extensions of F. Let 
G, = Gal(A,/F) be the Galois group. Then there exists a,, E A,, which 
generates a normal basis (see, e.g., [L2, Chap. 8, Sect. 123). That is, 
{o(aO): o E G,} is an F-basis of A,. Choose a similar subfield and gener- 
ator for B. Relabelling the coefficients we have an expression 
I”~ = c c,,a(a,) r(b,), b where c,; E F. (*) 
0. T 
By linear disjointness the Galois group is a direct product: 
Gal( A, B,/F) r G, G,. Then for any group element p we have 
p(z”“) = E(P) Fm, where E is a character into the m th roots of 1. Applying 
elements Q? E G, G, to (*) and equating coeffkients, we find that 
C or =&(O)&(T) c,, for every OIZG, and 5 E G,. Therefore we can factor 
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z “rr=flP, where .f’=c,,~,,~(~)cr(u~)~A and g=x7.z(r)T(bO)EB. Let 
a =,f m and b = g’“. Then a E F since it is fixed by G,. Similarly b E F, and 
the proof is complete. 1 
2.4. LEMMA. Let F be a $eld and m a positive integer prime to the 
characteristic, and assume that there is a primitice m th root of 1 in F. Let 
A and B be linearly disjoint e.utensions of F, where A/F is Galois. If z E B and 
z’ me AB then z = ab” .for some b E B and some a E F with a”” E A. 
ProoJ We use the theory of cyclic extensions as in [L2, Chap. 8, 
Sect. 61. The field B(z”~) is a cyclic extension of some degree d (dividing 
m) inside AB. This field corresponds to a subgroup H of Gal(AB/B). The 
restriction map furnishes an isomorphism Gal( AB/B) + Gal( A/F), and the 
fixed field E of the image of H is a subfield of A cyclic of degree d over F. 
Therefore E = F( f “d) for some f E F, and B(z’ “) = BE = B( f ‘,‘d). Kummer 
theory implies that 2’ m =f’ db for some b E B. Then z = ab”, where 
a=f”“‘. 1 
2.5. PROPOSITION. Consider the situation in Lemma 2.2, where 
K = K, K,, and let m, be a positive integer prime to the characteristic. 
Suppose z E k( X, Y) has z’ n’ E K. Then 
z=f(X)g(Y)h(X. Y)” 
for somef(X)Ek(X), g(Y)Ek(Y), and h(X, YjEk(X, Y). 
Proof: First suppose the characteristic is 0. Using Lemma 2.3 with 
F=k(X, Y), A=K,(Y), and B=K2(X) we find that z=ab, where a, 
bEk(X, Y) and a”” E K,( Y) and b”“’ E K,(X). Now apply Lemma 2.4 
with F= k(X), A= K,. B= k(X, Y), and ==a to conclude that 
a=f(X) h,(X, Y)“, where f E k(X) and h’ E k(X, Y ). Similarly b factors as 
b = g( Y) h,(X W’, where g E k( Y) and h, E k(X, Y). The claim follows, 
using h=h,h,. 
Now suppose the characteristic is p > 0. Let E, be the inseparable closure 
of k(X), that is, E, = {a~ K, : up’e k(X) for some integer r}. Then E, is the 
fixed field of Gal(K’/k(X)) and K,:IE, is Galois. Similarly define E, and 
note that K, K, is Galois over E, E, with Galois group G, x G,. The 
arguments above imply that z = a’a, b”, where ai E Ei and b E E, E,. There- 
fore there exists some r where zp’ - f(X) g( Y) h(X, Y)” in the field k(X, Y). 
We may assume that every irreducible polynomial in h(X, Y) involves 
some xi and some ,;. Thenf, g, h involve disjoint sets of irreducibles, and 
unique factorization in k[X, Y] implies that each term f, g, and h is a pure 
p’th power in k(X, Y). The result follows. 1 
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2.6. COROLLARY. For z E k( X, Y) and m as above, suppose m is larger 
than the multiplicity of any irreducible factor of z. If z”‘~E K then 
z=f(X)g(Y)for somefEk(X) andgEk(Y). 
Proof Decompose z as z =p;’ p;’ . . .ptS, where the p, are distinct 
irreducibles in k[X, Y] and the nj are integers (possibly negative). 
Suppose m > max{ 1 nj I}. Since z E K, Corollary 2.5 implies that 
~=f,(X)g~( Y) h,(X, Y)“. We may assume, as usual, that f,,gl, and h, 
involve disjoint sets of irreducibles. From unique factorization we conclude 
that each pi must be in k(X) or in k(Y). Regrouping these irreducible 
factors yields the result. 1 
Note that (2.5) and (2.6) appear in [FS] with somewhat different proofs. 
From these results we can now conclude that the element JG does 
not lie in the composite K= K, K,, provided the characteristic is not 2. 
It is convenient to give a name to elements of the factored type which 
occur in Corollary 2.6. 
2.7. DEFINITION. An element ZE K is called pure if z = zlzz for some 
z,EK, and z,EK,. 
2.8. LEMMA. (1) If z # 0 is pure, the components z, , z2 are unique up to 
multiples from k*. 
(2) AnelementzEk(X, Y)ispureiffz=f(X)g(Y)forsomefek(X) 
andgEk(Y). 
(3) If f E k( X, Y) and f” is pure for some integer n then f is pure. 
(4) If 7c E k[ X, Y ] is an irreducible involving some xi and some yj, 
then JT is not pure. 
(5) if r, + rz is pure where ri E Ki, then either r L E k or rz E k. 
(6) Ifzandz+larebothpurethenzEK,uK,. 
Proof. (1)If z=z,z2=Liz; then z’,z;‘= z2z2 ‘-‘EK,nK,=k, proving 
the claim. (2) Suppose z = z, z2, where zi E Ki. We may assume z # 0. For 
LYE G, we find that zizZ = z = r(z) = z(z,) z2. Therefore z, is fixed by G, and 
similarly z2 is fixed by Gz. If the characteristic is 0 this implies z, E k(X) 
and z2 E k( Y) as claimed. If the characteristic is p > 0, then as in the proof 
of (2.5) we get zic Ei and there exists r where zd=f (X) g( Y). Clearing 
denominators, it follows from unique factorization in k[X, Y] that every 
irreducible involved in z is in k(X) or k( Y). (3) This is just the last sentence 
in the proof of (2). (4) If 7c is pure, clear denominators to see that 
xa(X) b( Y)=c(X) d( Y), in k[X, Y]. Then 7c divides c(X) or d(Y), con- 
trary to hypothesis. (5) Suppose r,, r2 $ k. Then r, is part of a trans- 
cendence base of K, , so we may use this r, as xi. Similarly we may use rz 
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as .rI, and (3) implies r, +r,=s, +,I’, is not pure. (6) If :=I,:~ and 
Z+ 1 =~,a: then let r, = --a,-‘;, and r,=a,z; ’ and note that r, +r, is 
pure. By (3) and symmetry we may suppose a, = cc, for some 0 # c E k. 
Then--,(ca>-:,)=l and (1) implies r,~k, so that :EK?. 1 
The remaining ingredient we use for the proof of the Main Proposition 
is the following “local/global principle” for pure functions. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let g(X, Y, t)~ k(X, Y, r), tvhere t is a near cariable. 
Suppose g( X. Y, c) is pure in k( X. Y) for infinitely many elements c E k. Then 
g itself is pure, that is, g(X, Y, I) = a(X, t) b( Y, t) in k(X, Y, t). Furthermore, 
ifgEk(X, Y)[t] rhen aEk(X)[t] and bEk(Y)[t]. 
We will present the proof of the Main Proposition 1.2 before going 
through the rather technical proof of Proposition 2.9. The idea of this proof 
comes from [FS]. 
Proof of the Main Proposition 1.2. By (2.1) we need only consider the 
case when K is the composite of two fields. Let F be the field obtained by 
adjoining all the coefficients of f(r) to k(X. Y) and let N denote the norm 
from F to k(X, Y). Since &k(X, Y) is normal we know that Na = n o(a) 
for certain automorphisms CJ of K fixing k(X, Y). Letting these 
automorphisms (T act trivially on t we get N( f (t)) E k( X, Y )[ t]. For m and 
c as given we have f (c)‘,m E K, so that N( f (c))’ m = n a(f (c)‘:m) E K. Then 
(2.6) implies that N( f (c)) is pure. Applying (2.9) to g( X, Y, t) = N( f (t)) we 
conclude that N(f (t)) = a(X, r) b( Y, t). Since K, and K, are algebraically 
closed we have N(f(t))=n(r--ri).n(r-j3,)> where xieK, and fl.,~K,. 
Since f(r) divides N(f (t)) in K[t], the result follows. 1 
The extension of the Main Proposition to allow rational functions f(t) 
is not clear. In that case it can happen that f (t) is non-trivial but Nf (t) = 1. 
We can generalize (2.9) as follows by replacing k(X, Y) by the larger field 
K, provided that f is a polynomial. 
2.10. COROLLARY. Let K be a composite field as before. Suppose 
f(t) E K[ t] and f (c) is pure for infinitely many c E k. Then f(t) is pure in 
K[t], that is, f(t)=a,(t)a,(t) for some ai(t)EK,[t]. 
Proof The proof is identical to the proof above for the Main Proposi- 
tion. except for the argument that N(f (c)) is pure. In the situation here 
note that if a E F and a is pure then Na is also pure. This follows since 
every CJ preserves the fields Ki. Since f (c) is pure by hypothesis we conclude 
that N(f(c)) is also pure. 1 
To begin the proof of the local/global Proposition 2.9 we need a useful 
characterization of the pure elements. This is done as in [FS] using formal 
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derivatives. For any of the variables t, define A(t) to be the formal 
logarithmic partial derivative with respect to the variable t. That is, 
A(t)f= (df/dt)/f: In the proof below, k is any field, not necessarily algebrai- 
cally closed. By writing a term like c(XP, Y) we indicate that c in k(X, Y) 
is a rational function of the variables xf, x2p, .. . . y,) Jo, . . . . 
If f is pure then f=a(X) b( Y) and A(x,)f= A(xi) a lies in k(X). We 
investigate the converse. The following result was proved in (3.2.2) of [FS] 
for the one variable, characteristic 0 case. This result can be extended to 
larger fields in the characteristic 0 case, as mentioned after (4.3) below. 
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let k be a field and fE k( X, Y ). 
( 1) Suppose k has characteristic 0. Then A(xi) f E k(X) for all i if and 
only iff is pure. 
(2) Suppose k has characteristic p > 0. Then A(x,) f E k( X) for all i if 
and only iff = a(X) c(Xp, Y ). Zf in addition bve hate A( yj) f l k( Y) for allj, 
then f = a(X) b( Y) c(Xp, Yp). 
2.12. LEMMA. To proce Proposition 2.11 it suffices to prove it in the case 
X = {x} and Y = { y } are each one tlariable. 
Proof: We will include only the case X, Y are each two variables, k has 
characteristic p, and A(xi) fe k(X) for each i. The other cases follow 
routinely by the same technique. From the one variable case over the field 
k(x,, vZ) the condition A(x,) f l k(x ,, x2) implies that f = x,(x,, x2, y2) 
BlM, x,,J,,J~). Since A(x,) a, =A(x,)f we apply the one variable case 
to a, over the field k(x,) to conclude that a, = r(x,, x2) /3*(x:, x2, yz). 
Therefore f=a(x,,x,)/l(x~, x~,J,,J~~), where /?=BIjIZ. Similarly using 
A(x,) fE k(x,, x2) we find that f = y(x,, x2) 6(x,, .Y;, y,, y2). We may 
assume here that every irreducible polynomial involved in the factoriza- 
tions of the numerators and denominators of b and 6 does involve J, or y2. 
From the unique factorization of polynomials we see that j? and 6 differ 
only by a scalar factor. Therefore ~=~(~,,x~)B(x~,.~~P,.II,,~~) as 
claimed. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.11. By the lemma we may assume X= {x} and 
Y = ( y}. Let us write A, for A(x). Suppose f is given with A, f e k(x). We 
can factor f = a(x) b(y) n g?, where the gi are distinct irreducibles in 
k[x, y] involving both x and y, and ni # 0 in Z, for 1 < i < s. Suppose some 
gi factors do occur. Then 1 (n,D,(g,)/g,)= /If-Au= u/u for some ~4, 
t’~ k[x]. Combining denominators we see that this summation equals 
Ng,g, .-.g,, where A=xniDl(gi)(g, . ..g....g,). Then g,g,...g,u=Ac 
in k[x, y]. Since each gi involves y it cannot divide u. Therefore every gi 
divides A. From the formula for A we see that gi divides n,D,( g,). The only 
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way a polynomial g can divide D,(g) is if D,(g)=O. It follows that for 
each i, either n,=O in k or D,(g,)=O. 
If k has characteristic 0 then we find that D,( gi) = 0. But then gi does 
not involve x, contrary to hypothesis. Now suppose k has characteristic p. 
Then either p divides nj or gi =gi(xp, y). In either case g? is a function of 
xp and J, and we find f = a(x) c(.x", y). 
Finally, suppose that both A, fe k(x) and AZ fE k(y). From the fac- 
torization above we get f = a,(x) 6,(~) c,(xp, J), where every irreducible 
factor in c involves both x and J’. Symmetrically we find that 
f = a,(x) b,(y) c,(x, J”). Comparing these and using unique factorization 
leads to an expression f = a(.~) 6( 13) c(.+‘, jzp), as claimed. 1 
Proof of the Local/Global Proposition 2.9. Given g(X, Y, t) E k(t)(X, Y) 
such that g(X, Y. c) is pure for infinitely many c E k. Suppose the charac- 
teristic of k is 0. If the function Aig in k(X, Y, t) involves some variable I; 
there is at most a finite number of values to substitute for t which make all 
the ~3~ terms vanish. Since (Ai g)( X, Y, c) lies in k(X) for infinitely many 
values CE k, the function Aig cannot involve any J:~, that is, Ai gE k(X, t). 
By Proposition 2.11 applied to the field k(t) we find that g is pure, as 
claimed. 
Now suppose the characteristic of k is p > 0. We use induction on 
deg(g), the maximum of the total degrees of the numerator and 
denominator of g. The argument above and Proposition 2.11 imply that 
g(X, Y, t) = a(X, t) b( Y: t) t’(Xp, Y”, t) in k(X, Y, t). There is an infinite 
number of values c E k where g( X, Y, c) is pure and where a( X, c) or b( Y, c) 
are defined and non-zero. For such c we see that c(Xp, Yp, c) is pure. 
Letting s = t’,‘p we can express c(X”, Yp, t) = u(X, Y, s)” in k(X, Y, s). By 
(2.8)( 3) we find that H.(X, Y, c) is pure in k(X, Y) for infinitely many values 
of c. If deg(c) is positive then iv has smaller degree, and the induction 
hypothesis implies that br(X, Y, s) is pure in k(X, Y, s). Raising to the pth 
power, we see that o and hence g are pure in k(X, Y, t). 
Finally, if g is a polynomial in t the unique factorization in k(X, Y)[t] 
implies that a and b must also be polynomials. 1 
3. FINITE EXTENSIONS INSIDE THE COMPOSITE 
For this section we will restrict attention to the case when X= {x} and 
Y = (~1 are just one variable. We also assume that K, and K, are algebrai- 
cally closed, so that K, = k5) and K, = k(y). From Corollary 2.6 we saw 
that if m is prime to the characteristic, then (x + y)““’ does not lie inside 
K= K, Kz. It turns out that HI,” $ K, for every non-scalar element 
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u’ E k(x + J). One goal of this section is to prove the following more general 
result. 
3.1. ~OPOSITION. (1) If the characteristic is 0 then k(x + y) is algebrai- 
cally closed in K, K,. 
(2) Suppose the characteristic is p. Then eaery proper Galois extension 
of k( x + 1~) inside K, K, has degree dioisible by p. 
This will be proved after four lemmas. One key observation is that any 
element of k[x,y] can be expressed as a(x) b(y) c(x, y), where every 
irreducible occurring in c(x, y) involves both x and y. This decomposition 
is unique up to scalar factors. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let q be a prime number unequal to the characteristic. Sup- 
pose SE k[x, y] and k(s) E FG K, K,, where F/k(s) is a cyclic extension of 
degree q. Then there is an z E k such that s - x = a(x) b(y) d(x, y)“. 
Proof Since F is a cyclic extension we have F= k(s)(ti!‘:q) for some 
NV Ek(s). We may alter u’ by qth powers to assume that M, = n (s - CX~)~’ for 
0 < izi< q and distinct rie k. By (2.5) we find M, = a(x) b(y) h(x, y)“. 
Factoring (s- ri) = a,(x) bi( J) ci(x, y) in k[x, ~1, we see that 
n ci(x, y)“’ = k(x, y)“. Since the zi are distinct the polynomials ci(x, y) are 
pairwise coprime and each c;(x, y)“’ is a qth power in k[x, J]. Since nj is 
not a multiple of q we conclude that ci(x,y) is itself a qth power and the 
result follows. i 
3.3. LEMMA. Suppose k(x+y)s FZ K, K,, where F is a proper cyclic 
extension of k(x + y). Then [F: k(x + y)] is a power of the characteristic. 
Proof Suppose F is a proper cyclic extension of degree which is not a 
power of the characteristic. Passing to a sub-extension we may assume that 
the degree is a a prime q unequal to the characteristic. Then Lemma 3.2 
implies that x + y - x = a(x) b(y) d(x, y)” in k[x, J]. Such an equation is 
easily seen to be impossible. 1 
3.4. LEMMA. Let A and B be linearly disjoint Galois extensions of afield 
F. Suppose that F s L G AB, rvhere L/F is a Galois extension )$-here 
Gal(L,/F) is a non-abelian finite simple group. Then either L E A or L E B. 
Proof: By Galois theory this lemma reduces to a result about groups. 
Claim. If G = G, x Gz is a direct product of groups, and H is a normal 
subgroup where G/H is a non-abelian simple group, then H contains G, or 
Gz. To prove this, let Hi= xi(G), where rri is the projection. If Hi = Gi for 
both values of i, then Hz [H, Gil z [G,, Gi] = G;, the commutator sub- 
group. But then H =, G’, G; = G’ and G/H is abelian, contrary to hypothesis. 
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Therefore H, H2 # G. Since H 4 H, H, -=I G the simplicity implies that 
H= H, Hz. Then G/H? (G,,,H,)x (G,:H,) and again by the simplicity 
we have G,/H, = (1) for one i. But then H 2 H, = G,, and the proof is 
complete. 1 
3.5. LEMMA. Suppose k(s + y) c E E K, K,, where E is a Galois exten- 
sion qf k(s + ~3) whose Galois group G is simple. Then G must be cyclic. 
Proqf: Since k(x, J) = k(x +Y)(J) we see that E(J) is a Galois exten- 
sion of k(x, y) with group G. If G is non-abelian, Lemma 3.4 implies that 
E( J?) c Ki for some i = 1 or 2. This is impossible since x + r’ $ K,. Therefore 
G is abelian and hence cyclic. 1 
Proof of’ Proposition 3.1. Suppose k(x + J) s F s K, K, and F is a 
proper Galois extension of k(x + y). Passing to a quotient of the Galois 
group, we may assume that the Galois group is simple. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 
imply that this extension must be cyclic of degree equal to the charac- 
teristic. If the characteristic is 0 (as in part (1)) then no such F can exist. 
It follows that k(x +J’) has no algebraic extension inside K, KZ, since any 
finite extension can be replaced by its normal closure. [ 
If the characteristic is p then k(x + y) does have proper cyclic extensions 
inside K, K1. To see this let /z be the Artin-Schreier operator on a field E 
of characteristic p: F(Z) = zp - z. If )VE E, let # ~ ‘(rt’) denote any of the 
solutions 2 to /z(z) = )v. If w&/(E) then E(/-‘0~)) is a cyclic extension of 
E of degree p. (See [L2, Chap. 8, Sect. 61.) Since b-‘(.x)E K, and 
;J~~‘(J)EK~ we see that the field F=k(/-‘(x+y)) is a cyclic extension of 
k(s + J) of degree p and lying inside K, K,. More generally we can prove 
the following analog of (2.5). 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Suppose the characteristic of k is a prime p, and 
zEk(x,J). Then fipm(z)~KlK2 ifandonfy zj”z=f(x)+g(y)+fi*(h(x,y)) 
for some f E k(x), g E k(y), and h E k(x, y). 
Proof Outline. The only difficulty is to prove the analog of Lemma 2.3. 
We have a field F containing the algebraic closure of the prime field IF, 
with extensions A and B linearly disjoint over F. Suppose z E F and 
j-“(z) E AB. We pass to the finite extensions and choose normal bases as 
in (2.3). If trace(a,)=O then the linear span of all the o(aO) is inside 
ker(trace), so cannot equal all of AO. So we may assume trace(a,) = 
x a(a,) = 1, and similarly for 6,. 
Let 0 = b-“(z) be one of the roots. For any automorphism p we have 
p(B) = 8 + E(P), where E: G + ker($“) is an additive character. The proof 
continues as in (2.3) after expressing 8 = z c,,cr(a,) r(b,), for some c,, E F, 
and applying automorphisms z/3. i 
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4. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS 
In this section we list several open questions arising from this work. We 
restrict attention to the one variable case X= {x} and Y= {J}. 
4.1. Question. Is there an approach using algebraic geometry which 
makes these results more transparent? 
Many of our results can be restated in the language of varieties and bira- 
tional maps. Does this viewpoint provide better insights into the situation 
of composite fields? 
4.2. Conjecture. If z E K, K, and z”“’ E K, K, for arbitrarily large nz > 1, 
then z must be pure. 
By Corollary 2.6 we know this conjecture is true if z E k(x, JV). In fact it 
is true if zEk(u, a) for some UEK, and ~EK*. For if u, a#k, they can be 
used as transcendence bases in place of x and .v. Assuming this conjecture 
true we get a quick proof of Theorem 1.4 by replacing Corollary 1.3 by 
(4.2) and applying Lemma 2.8(6). One natural approach to prove this 
conjecture is to show that c(z) = 0 for every k-valuation t’ which is trivial 
on K: and K$. We have been unable to complete this idea. 
4.3. Question. Is there a better way to characterize pure elements in the 
characteristic p case? 
In characteristic 0 the operator n i in Lemma 2.11 can be uniquely 
extended to a derivation on the algebraic closure k=) such that A, 
vanishes on K,. 
Claim. If k has characteristic 0 and z E k=), then z is pure if and only 
if A,(z)EK,. 
Proof Outline. The function z can be expanded as a formal power series 
in k(x)[[ J - c]] for any “regular” element c E k, as in [E, pp. 115-1161. 
Say z=Lo a,,( y - c)“, where a,, E k(x). Given D, z = i-z, where ). E K, , we 
compare coefficients to find that D L a, = ia, for all n. If a,,, # 0 it follows 
that Dl(a,/a,)=O so that a,=c,a, for some c,~k. Then z=zizz, where 
z,=a,~k(x) and z~=X,,.~ c,(y-c)“Ek[[pc]]nk~)=k~)=K,. 
Hence z is pure. 1 
We can then deduce, for example, that z” is pure if and only if z is pure. 
Does something similar work in characteristic p? 
4.4. Question. When can the condition on linear disjointness be 
relaxed? For example, suppose the characteristic is 0 and E is the algebraic 
closure of k(x + y). What algebraically closed fields L can have 
ksLsK,K,E? 
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We conjecture that L E K,, K2, or E. Recall from (3. I ) that k(.u + F ) is 
algebraically closed in K, K,. By [Ll, Theorem 2, p. 561, we know that E 
and K, K, are linearly disjoint over k(~ + j.). Therefore also E( ,r) and K, Kz 
are linearly disjoint over k(?r, J). If 2 E k(.u, J) and 2’ m E K, K, E for large 
values of m, then applications of (2.3). (2.4), and (2.5) imply that 
z = a(x) h(~,) C(X + 1:) in k(x, J.). Such an element could be called “almost- 
pure.” We have been unable to find a characterization of almost-pure 
elements analogous to (2.11). 
4.5. Question. Are there characteristic p analogs for the results on cyclic 
extensions? 
For example, we saw that k(x + y ) does admit cyclic extensions of degree 
p inside K, K,. Instead let us choose a better generator. For example, if 
p # 2 we could choose s = x2 + x.r + Jo. A short calculation shows that s - x 
cannot be of the form U(X) a d4 as in Lemma 3.2. We conjecture that 
any H’E k(s) with )V 4 k cannot be expressed as f(x) +g( J) + a;(h), as in 
(3.6). If so then this k(s) is separably closed in K, K2. 
Is there an analog to Corollary 2.6? That is, if ZE k(x, y) and 
~=f,Jx) +g,(~) + #z”(h,,) for every m, then can we conclude that 
z =f(x) +g( IV)? We have been able to prove this only in the case 
f, = g, = 0, for every m. 
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